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At Founder's Day Dinner

Martin Releases
Landfill Statement
BY JIM HOUSE
Newt KdHor

Richmond City Commissioner
Virgil McWhorter, on behalf of
himself and Com million
majority members R.J. Notion
and Edward Murphy, issued a
statement recently concerning
the University's exclusion from
the local landfill, (Progress,
March 9) and has received
retaliatory remark! from
Mayor Wallace Maffett and
Commissioner James C. Todd
(see Write On!, page 2) and
from Eastern President Robert
R. Martin.
Martin'! statement, released
last week, stated several
corrections that the University
community felt were necessary.
Following is the statement
released by Martin:
"The suit filed by Eastern
Kentucky University against
the City of Richmond for the
purpose of seeing that the city of
Richmond treats the University
in the Same way that it treats
other citizens, businesses, and
corporations is before the
Madison Circuit Court. It is not
our intention to undertake to try
the case in the newspapers, but.
the statement made by Commissioner McWhorter is so
filled with inaccuracies and
distortions that the public has
Ike right -Jo know the true
situation.
These corrections need to be
made:
1. The City of Richmond in its
contract with W.R. Rowe does
not provide for Eastern Ken-

Ginger Addresses Audience

tucky University but excludes
"any garbage or trash collected
by commercial haulers or
Eastern Kentucky University of
H.K. Porter Plant in Richmond,
Kentucky."
2.
Eastern
Kentucky
University has not made any
payment to the City of Richmond for use of the landfill
since June l because no
agreement has been reached as
to the amount we owe and the
city has made no charge to
Eastern. In the complaint filed
by
Eastern
Kentucky
University, it is made clear that
as long as the present garbage
tax is in effect the University is
ready, able and willing to pay a
fee and has asked the Court to
determine what is a reasonable
fee taking to account the fact
that
Eastern
Kentucky
University is already expending
$35,730 annually for the
collection of garbage and waste
and the hauling of it to the
sanitary landfill. The. City of
Richmond collects and hauls to
the sanitary landfill garbage
and waste for other residents
and businesses.
3. The $100,000 collected
annually by Eastern Kentucky
University in payroll tax and
paid to the city is very relevant
to the current issue. If and when
the garbage tax is removed by
the city commission as they
have promised to do, then the
garbage and waste for all Rich- The warm, windy days of early March have
mond will be paid for from the brought out the kite flying enthisiasts. Debbie
General Fund which includes Campbell, a 19-year-old sophomore art major
the payroll tax. The University from Ashland, puts the final touches on her kite
(Continued On Page Five)

"One never knows what
decisions today will affect
thousands tomorrow," according to Dr. Lyman Ginger,
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction.
Dr. Ginger was guest speaker
at Eastern's 66th annual
Founders Day celebration last
night in the University Center.
The
ceremony
commemorated Eastern's 66th
anniversary as a state institution and the 96th year of
higher education on the campus.
Are Real," Dr. Ginger stressed
the changes that have taken
place in Eastern's development. "Eastern contributions
to the Commonwealth are
Immeasurable," he said.
Citing the "dreamers" who
have led the institution to the
present, Dr. Ginger recalled the
leadership of Dr. Herman Lee
Donovan and Dr. Robert R.

teaching should be tried," he
said.
Dr. Ginger indicated that the
new voting student regent may
be an indication of things to
come. "Students are determined to be heard on matters
that really count," he said.
Higher education on the
Eastern campus dates back to
1874 with the founding or Central University. On March 21,
1906, the bill establishing the
institution as Eastern Kentucky
State Normal School was signed
into law.
In 1922 Eastern became a
four-year school known as
Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers
College. The first four-year
degrees were awarded in May,
1925.
The name was changed to
Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College in 1930 and the
graduate program leading to
the Master of Arts in Education
degree was initiated in 1935. The
Kentucky General Assembly
removed the word 'Teachers"
from the name in 1948 and on
February 26, 1966, Governor
techniques which will make Edward Breathitt signed into
these plays even more ap- law a WU redesignating Eastern
as Eastern Kentucky Univerpealinb.
sity.
Performances for area
elementary children are the
week of April 3-7 at 1:00 each ..President Robert R. Martin
announced at noon today that
day.
There is no cost to the Eastern It one of ten schools
children, however an evening nationally chosen by the U.S.
performance will be given Department of the Army far a
Friday April 7 at 7:30 for adults five-year pilot program U train
and children. An admission WAC officers.
price of $1.00 for adults and $.50
Tie Progress wlU publish
for children will be charged.
more details as they develop.

Martin. "The development
under Dr. Martin is nothing
short of sensational," he said,
"a miracle has occurred In little
more than a decade."
"Institutions of higher
learning are so important
socially, politically, and
economically that any investment in them is a good
one," he continued.
Dr. Ginger also cited many of
the challenges that face higher
education today. He focused on
education for women and the
development of curricula that
will "focus on the learner in the
process of learning."
"I would hope that some
institutions would take a more
liberal approach toward their
course requirements," he said,
"so that students would have
flexibility as they develop."
"Independent study and innovative approaches
in

Students Produce Play

Y&te Artistry
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before take-off. All EKU students had last week
for kite flying or whatever other recreation they
choose as the University observed its annual
spring vacation.

Student Senate Votes On Campus Living Changes
beverages on campus, and as they currently stand was state officials.
Sally Reed commented that
stricter control on ad- raised and will be voted on next
the results of the survey will
ministrative admittance to week.
BY LISA (Ol.I.INS
either make people send their
residence hall rooms for room
Staff Writer
The student body will be given children to what they figure
search.
The only part of the six page a chance to voice whether or not must be a conservative school
The main order of business at report that met opposition in the marijuana should be legalized. or show the students' concern
the Student Senate meeting was Senate was the change of quiet Senator Lee Edgington has for acknowledgement of the fact
the acceptance of the Student hours from 7:30 p.m-6:00 ajn. raised the motion that a that alcohol and marijuana are
Rights Committee's report on to 10 p.m.-6:00 a.m.
questionaire be made available basically the same.
to all students containing three
changes in the Campus Living
Jqyce Albro proposed that the
Booklet.
A criticism cited was that the answer choices (1) marijuana university policy on the use of
should be legalized with no
The committee, headed by 10 p.m. quiet hour starting time restriction, (2) legalized with footballs and frisbees on
Merle Middleton, submitted 28 took away from the individual the same restrictions as campus be studied by the
changes including the deletion rights of students who want and alcohol, or (3) not legalized at Student Rights Committee.
of Women's hours, permitting need earlier study time. An
"The
policy
needs
21 year olds to possess alcoholic amendment to leave quiet hours all.The findings of the survey will
clarification," said Miss Albro.
be compiled and sent to various "Nobody has been able to tell

me Just what the rules are and
that is why I asked for an investigation." Miss Albro
commented that she heard the
reason that frisbees and footballs were banned because they
knocked leaves off trees and
killed the grass.
Bob Butler has been ap
nointed to the Student Court.
Petitions for president and
vice-president of the Student
Association and nine student
senaton-at-large may be
picked up at the Student
Association Office Monday,
March 27 and are to be returned
by 4:30 p.m March 30. The
election will be April 19.

The Children's Theatre
production of Two PaBs of
Water by Aad Greidanus will be
presented
at
Edwards
Auditorium in Model High
School for area elementary
school children.
The play directed by Mrs.
Joan Richman, was adapted
from an old -Dutch nursery
rhyme. The story concerns two
girls, Sandra and Simplina
played by Nan Fritz and Pat
Perry, who are in love with
Dophilius, the shoemaker Ted
Wendt and Alphonso Godlpurse
Mike Buzek. The theme of
people searching for society
ideals instead of things that
would make them happy leads
to comic confusion snd
mistaken
identity,
until
everything is resolved and the
story ends happily.
Others in the cast include:
Don Meads as Joris and Mark
Smith as Hoddel de Boddel, a
rag and bone man.
Students In the children's
theatre class have been working
with the show In all areas of
technical production such as
set, makeup 4 props.
Children's Theatre is aimed
at the child and a play performed for children is an
enriching experience for them.
Students in the Children's
Theatre class have been
analyzing all aspects of theatre
for children, hoping to learn

Registration Is Set
For Next'Monday
Next Monday is the last day
to register to vote in Madison
County before the May 23
primary election, according to
County Clerk Charles S.
Wagers.
Persons who have never
registered, who have moved
since their last registration or
who have changed their names
through marriage or divorce
must register before they can
vote in the primary, Wagers
said.
•
Persons who have not voted in
a primary or general election
should check their*eligibility at
the county clerk's office.

Wagers said those person'
names may have been removed
from the voting rolls by the
Registration and Purgation
Board.
To be eligible to register to
vote, a person must meet the
following requirements by
election day:
He must have lived in Kentucky for one year; lived in
Madison County in his precinct
for 60 days.
The Madison Cojnty clerk's
office is open from 8 a.m. until 4
p.m., Monday through Friday;
and from 8 a.m. until noon
Saturdays.

Eastern Students Receive
$3 Million In Financial Aid

Photo by Donald wailbaum

FOOTBALLS and frisbies were the topic of Joyce Albro's
proposal to Student Senate Tuesday. She feels the University's
policy needs to be made more clear.

More than half of Eastern
students receive financial
assistance—totaling more than
$3 million-from private and
public sources, according to
Herb Vescio, director of Student
Financial Assistance at EKU.
National Defense Student
Loans lead the list of student
financial aids at Eastern with
$607,000. This program helps
students whose family assets
and income limit the amounts
they may spend on education.
Educational Opportunity
Grants, provided under the U.S.
Higher Education Act of 1965,
provide J3O2.0O0 to help make
higher education available at
Eastern to qualified high school
graduates with "exceptional
need."
The College Work Study
Program, under the Federal
Economic Opportunity -Act of
1964. provides EKU students
with almost $450,000. Applicants
must take 12 academic hours
and maintain a "C" standing.
Two newer programs. Law
Enforcement, with $294,250. and
Nursing, with $75,000, also
make major contributions to

100 per cent of the amount
borrowed.
The EKU Institutional Work
Program employs nearly 400
students with a payroll of
almost $112,000.
The Financial Assistance
Office has processed more than
1,200 applications for federally
Insured student losns from
banks.
Some university departments
enhance their academic
programs with scholarships and
grants, such as the Music
Department with some 20 scholarships and 40 Jobs for
students, snd the Military
Science Department, which
awards ROTC scholarships.
Some 30 departments and
divisions of the university
employ about 200 graduate
assistants who receive varying
amounts of pay.
EKU Science Day awards
include four-year scholarships
in chemistry, physics, earth
science, mathematics, land
biology. One individual award,
the Clarence H. Gifford
. Under this program, full-tit** Scholarship, goes to a science
employment in an area witttia.
< Continued On Page Eight'
shortage of nurses can ci
student financial aid at
Eastern.
The Law Enforcement
program is under the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets
Act of 1968, which authorizes
loans and grants.
The student may borrow up to
$1,800 each academic year if hi
is enrolled in study directly
related to law enforcement. The
loans may later be cancelled at
25 per cent per year of full-time
employment in a public lew
enforcement agency.
Beneficiaries of grants must
be full-time employees of I a
public-funded law enforcement
agency and must agree to work
for the agency for at least two
years following completion of
the study.
Some criminal Justtoe
fellowships are also available.
The Nursing Loan Program
provides long-term, lowinterest loans up to $l,500oa
year. Nursing scholarships,
also up to $1,500 a year, are
available.

*
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Enthusiasm reflects Easterns early 13 point problems plagued them as they lost the lead and
lead against Florida State at KnoxviUe, Tenn. lost to the Semlnoles 83-9,1.
The Colonels led early in the game but foul-
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Dr. Martin Explains Impact
Of Education Bill In Letter
Hie Position of AASCU On "Hie Key
Issues contained in the higher education
bill now before Congress was delivered
to Capitol Hill in the form of a letter
written by Robert R. Martin, President
of Eastern Kentucky University and of
AASCU. The letter was written to, and
at the request of, Senator Clairborne
Pell, sponsor of the Senate higher ed
bill, who wished to be informed of the
impact that the proposed legislation
would have on state colleges and
universities.
Martin expressed his dismay that no
hard, statistical facts are available
upon which to base an evaluation of the
legislation, or even to substantiate
legislation, and urged Congress to
remedy the situation. Martin further
introduced the AASCU position by
reiterating testimony given earlier in
the year: AASCU believes that institutional aid, student aid, and innovative funding must be integral
components of any education bill.
AID TO INSTITUTIONS. AASCU
favors direct federal grants to institutions to furnish high quality
education for all students, not to furnish quality in a ratio to the number of
needy students (as determined by
Economic Opportunity grants in the
Senate bill). Furthermore, not all
needy students receive federal grants,
and, in fact, one-third r«* AASCU
; enrollment comes from famflies whose
income is less than $7,500.
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE TO
! INSTITUTIONS. Martin asks that the
j Senate remove its version of the
| legislation, as the House did, because
: the bill would be virtually impossible to
; administer, and might, in the end,
: reward inefficiency in institutions.
STUDENT AID. The basic problem is

student aid through matching institutional grants penalizes the state
college and universities which do not
have the matching funds. AASCU
supports the Senate's proposed Basic
Grant Program as additional aid to the
EOG program. The only reservation
concerns the centralization of administration in D.C. where money is
dispensed according to national standards disregarding regional and local
needs. The bill should permit flexibility
to deal with situations which deviate
from national data.
STATE FELLOWSHTPS. The initial
response is favorable, however, it could
have a negative impact on members if
the fellowships are focused on private
institutions, thereby reducing toe total
funding available to public schools.
THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION.
AASCU supports a national foundation
to furnish funding for institution-wide
innovation, but not as a vehicle for
continuation of the individual grantsmanship game. The National Foundation should include regional advisory
boards, empowered to make grants
based on regional needs.
THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE.
Although AASCU supports the concept,
there is concern that its implementation

tWite On!
Letters for publication should be typewritten,
doable apaced. and not more thaa ISO warda long.
All letters must be signed and no name* will be
withheld from print. The editor reaervea the right
to edit all letter* prov Wing the meaning will not be
altered. Letters which may subject the Progresa
and-or the writer to libel will be returned for
rewriting or withdrawal.

Justice Is Done
Dear Editor:

that there is not enough of it. The
present system of administering federal

will eradicate existing programs, such
as the Regional Project Research
program which has extremely high
returns for toe minimal money invested.
COMMUNITY COLLEGE BILL.
Reservations about the measure include limiting participation to institutions which have a degree
program and an occupational
education curriculum; and toe mandatory creation of state planning
commissions which might result to
unnecessary reorganization of
reproductive programs.
AASCU
questions the creation of a separate
unit for community colleges within the
OE, since "community colleges", to
many people, are synonymous with
two-year institutions and would divide
them from the rest of the academic
community.
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION.
AASCU recommends that the Senate
adopt the stronger House version of the
measure in order to aid the redefinition
of many institutional goals and purposes; and to help redirect the attention
of a large number of students to
programs which are commensurate
with their skills and for which there are
job opportunities.

As a Justice on the Student Court of Eastern
Kentucky University, I take personal affront at
the editorial that appeared in your publication on
March 2, concerning the "confused" Student
Court. I feel this article waa an example of gross
exaggeration and over-statement.
The reasons for my beliefs are as follows:
(1)"... the Chief waa unable to say who was the
plantiff " At the beginning of the hearing, Chief
Justice Morris asked who the plantiff was for
identification purposes, since there were several

persona in the room who were not familiar with the
case. This was done also for the benefit of the court
secretary, in order that there would be no confusion in the court records.
(t) ". . . Justices carried on conversations
during the trial." There were occasions during the
hearing that Justices would confer with one
another to clear up any legal points in their minds.
In any courtroom in mis country, one can find
Jurors conferring about aspects of the case
(S) ". . . participating students (defendent 4
plantiff) quipped remarks under their breaths and
spectators conversed and laughed. . ." The
Student Court has no power to evict anyone from
the court. We nave asked Security to provide an
officer to keep the order in the court, but to no
avail.
(4) ". . . The Student Association and its
president must not only become aware of this
problem, but become active in rectifying it." The
Student Association president cannot help solve
problems, when be refuses to answer a summons
to appear in court.
These are the facts; decide for yourself.
Tyler D. Cox
Justice, Student Court

I think I need another spring break
to recover from the one I just had!!!

Feel Cooked?

Reach For Opportunities
or "I did that." To some people on this
earth, they were born in hell. They have
Have you ever thought or said, grown up, or at least tried to, amidst,
"What's the use, it's too late now?" war and conflict. Others feel they were
Along this line there is an old story born in heaven, with all their comforts,
which says you cant kill a frog by needs, and wants taken care of. But to
dropping him in boiling water-be reacts what station a person was born, it not
so quickly to the sudden heat that he the answer.
The answer lies in ourselves and our
jumps out before he is hurt. But put him
ability
to read certain road signs. One
in cold water, and warm,it up gradually,
he never decides to jump^unf it i,.top such, sign points to the village of
'Tearntag hbW to fail successfully;"'
late. By then he is cooked.
There are three paths-one path is for
How many of you fed cooked? How those who did and never thought, this
many golden opportunities have slipped path leads to the pot of boiling water.
into the endless passage of time, without One is for those who thought, and never11
so much as an attempt being made to did, this path leads to the pot of cold
grasp them? How many opportunities water hanging over the fire. And one is
are passing us, the youth of today, under for those who thought, and then did. This
the guise of boiling water in which we leads
to-the
pot of golden opare afraid to touch or reach out for?
portunities. No man is able to seize
Everyone likes to use the hippies as an every opportunity without some failure.
example, if for no other reason than to The inventor may fail a hundred times
excuse their own shortcomings. But in before he is successful, but through each
the final analysis many of these- same failure, with thought and doing, he has
people end just as cooked as the hippies, learned the secret to accomplishment
because they too failed to jump until it and securing that golden opportunity
was too late.
There is another sign, pointing to the
What then, are toe golden op- village of time. There is youth, opportunities of youth? How do we find portunity itself, simply because of time.
them and how do we take advantage of Emerson wrote, "This time like all
them? We could make a list that would times is a good one, if we know what to
take an hour to read, however, that is do with it. This applies to all ages, but
not the answer. Longfellow wrote, "Not especially to youth. Although conin the clamor of the crowded street, not sidered irresponsible and too immature
in the shouts of plaudits of toe throng, to know what they are talking about, or
but in ourselves are triumph and not capable of thinking on a high level
defeat." People today don't have to die by some adults, the young people of
to find heaven or hell. It's with us each today have raised questions that connot
day of our lives. Each of us creates our go unanswered. They want to know, for
own "hell" by the big "I", "I did this,"
(Contlnaed OB Page Three)
BY RICHARD ROSS
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Youth Should Grasp Opportunities

Bookshelf

(Ceatlnaea Frtfm Page Two)

Success, Failure Live
With New York Teacher
The Livingston School for girls in New
York City was established 14 years ago
to serve troubled teenage girls who have
been suspended from regular schools.
About a year after it was founded, Dr.
Esther Rothman, psychologist, teacher,
wife and mother became principal and
began the task of developing the
curriculum, teaching techniques and
human relations skills needed to reach
the "beaters of teachers and flresetters
and cursers and otherwise thoroughly
ineffable and incorrigible girls who
needed to be made effable and
corrigible."
Dr. Rothman tells of her successes
and failures during the first 10 years as
head of the Livingston School in The
Angel Indie Went Sour,
published
by Bantam, March 1.
She 'describes the innovative methods
used to reach such girls as Pat, who
appears for class two hours late because
she was arrested for purse-snatching on
the subway. And Savannah, who comes
to school even though her mother has
been murdered, her brother is awaiting
trial for armed robbery, and her father
has deserted her.
She tells about Muriel, who comes
saying, matter-of-factly, "I was absent
yesterday because of- my mother
died," and Vera, "Who isn't absent at aD
the day of her mother's funeral."
They come to school to go to their
classes, to see their counselors and to
talk, because, "It hurts too much not
coming," Dr. Rothman writes. "They
live with tragedy-tragedy moat of us
stronger mortals, the professionals
could not transcend.
No tear*, they.
survive, and1 even laugh. What
achievement!
What
colossal
achievement for Pat to concentrate on
math when Just the night before, the
little boy with whom she baby-sat bled
to death."
The New York Post wrote of the
David McKay hardcover edition that it is
"beautifully written, lusty, funny and
deeply touching." The New York Times
viewed it as a "wonderfully encouraging story...what she has accomplished at the school under the most
trying circumstances is dramatic indeed."
Syndicated
columnist
and
psychologist Louise Bates Ames wrote:
"There is hardly a page of this book that
does not contain a pointed anecdote, a
telling insight, an important
suggestion...I urge you to read it for
yourselves." Nat Hentoff, writing in
New Yorker magazine noted, "I can
think of a good many principals and
teachers in 'normal' institutions of
learning who might benefit from
spending time at the Livingston
School."
The book is packed with anecdotessad and pathetic, happy and hopeful-as
Dr. Rothman describes the growing
pains of her students, as well as some of
her own. She tells of the innovative
•techniques developed to help students
learn to read, cook, sew, paint, play the
piano, and most important, to learn to
like themselves. She also takes to task
the New York City Board of Education,
incompetent teachers, unworkable

teaching methods and the lethargy of
the city bureaucracy.
"We have developed techinques that
work," Dr. Rothman writes. "If our
programs were adopted for use
nationally, many school problems would
be alleviated. What's more imortantmany children could be helped."

iI SOBBL
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example, why they'should be bound by
laws in whose enactment they had no
voice, just as the women said in the mid
1800's, laws mat restrict their freedom,
infringe on their rights, of generally
restrain them from self-expression.
But the youth of today must ask
themselves what they will do with the
"time" thev live in. Will they give time
up?, :\ condem or destroy,? , love or
hate?, or will they make the best use of
it they can, and work with the older
generation, as well as the younger, to
seek effective change to make this
world a better place in which to live. The
youth of today can do all of this, and
more, if they take the time to analize
and seek the best answers they can find.
Remember, it only takes two days, or
less, to destroy a building that took two
years to build.
We can sayfhereis plenty of time to
take advantage of that opportunity,
after I'm in college or after I'm twenty-

one. The pot of cold water hanging over
the fire for him, because he will be
cooked before he realizes it. The only
thing we have time for, is to take advantage of the time and the opportunities of the now. Forget yesterday, it is the past, forget tomorrow, for
it is yet to come, but shackle the now, for
it's the only thing of which we have
control.
Charles Kettering said, "Most people
are more interested in where they came
from, not where they are going." But
the youth of today are stopping and
realizing; that they had better try to
answer the following important
questions; What is it I Want to know or
do? What difficulties seem to be in the
way? What advantages do I have to
work with? How can I use these to the
best advantage, to get what I want when
the opportunity presents itself" And
what will be the result if I d*. .* that
way? With the answers to these
questions, we at least are able to

recognize certain opportunities as they
unfold.
All of us are frogs in the pond of life.
Some in hot water, some in cold water
heating up, and others sitting successfully on a lily pad.
With all the unlimited and golden
opportunities about us, such as the right
and the obligation to vote, the chances
for higher education and increasing our
knowledge to which to help our fellow
man, with educators, politicians,
businessmen and others, willing: to
help the youth make the best use of their
lives, with the youth playing and ever
increasing, and most important role in
modern society today, with a big part of
the society relying on youth, to show
them the way to push ahead for a bettor
place to grow, live and be alive, with the
youth making all of these opportunities
happen, with opportunities still to come,
and time before us, we, the youth of
today can and should be that frog on the
lily pad.

Of the Livingston reading program,
she writes: "Girls make remarkable
progress in reading as a result of our
casual program in which we don't shove
it down their throats. No one tells girls
that they have to learn to read because
reading is a source of knowledge for the
future or because a good job is dependent upon reading well. Our girls do not
feel pressured to learn, and as a result,
they do."
Dr. Rothman continues: "It is now a
cruel hoax perpetrated by educators
certainly be a part of that body of
knowledge, but not its entirety."
As for bells, schedules, and
programmed classes, Dr. Rothman has
come to believe they are anachronistic,
and she tells of her evolution to that
position. At one point, a girl burst into
her office, wearing a huge apron and
carrying a painting, still wet.
"Can I stay with Mr. Garber in the art
room and finish my painting?"
"No," I answered. "It's the end of the
period. Mr. Garber has another class
coming in and you have another class to
go to."
"Please," she begged.
"You can finish it when you go to art
again," I told her.
"But that won't be until Thursday!"
"So, that's only two days away. You'll
finish it on Thursday."
She became furious. "How do I know
how 111 feel on Thursday?"
"And she was right," Dr. Rothman
writes. "How could an artistic expression stemming from the emotions
be scheduled? I gave her permission to
finish it."
Esther Rothman has taught at all
levels in New York City public schools
and done special work with children at
Bellevue and Riverside Hospitals. She
received her M.A. degree from
Columbia University and her doctorate
in psychology from New York
University. She, her husband, Arthur
Rothman, and their daughter live in
New York City.

"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT 10CH10NS- MAIN STREET I HG Ml AVENUE

Pictures talk.
Some little
ft
Some
i* fane
faner-city ghettos have special schools. For little
boys who don't talk.
Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn, so afraid
of failure, they cannot make the slightest attempt to do anything at which they might fail.
Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't behave. And
all of them don't learn.
One day someone asked us to help.
Thro^rh Kodak, cameras and film were distributed to
teacher*. The teachers gave the cameras to the kids and told
them to take pictures.
And uien the miracle. Little boys who had never said anything, looked at the pictures and began to talk. They said
"This is a«y house." "This is my dog." "This is where I like

to hide." They began to explain, to describe, to communicate.
And once the channels of communication had been opened,
they began to learn.
We're helping the children of the inner-city. And we're
also helping the adults. We're involved in inner-city job programs. To train unskilled people in useful jobs.
What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well, we're
showing how our products can help a teacher—and maybe
creating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating
young customers who will someday buy their own cameras
and film. But more than that, we're cultivating alert, educated citizens. Who will someday be responsible for our society.
After all, our business depends on our society. So we care
what happens to it.

More than a business.
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College Of Education
EDITOR'S NOTE:
. This is the first installment In
the list of Eastern's 473 Student
teachers. The list will be run in
the next several issues of the
Progress.
Millie E. Abner, Stanton,
Stanton Elementary. Dorothy
C. Abshear, Lexington, Henry

Clay HS, James Alvin Adrian,
BeattyviUe, Lee County HS.
Nancy Lyn Akers, Richmond,
Madison Central HS. William
M. Alexander, Louisville,
Durrett HS. Diana Allen, Richmond, Model. Henry H. Allen,
Hazard, M.C. Napier HS.
Jeanejte
Anderson,
Lexington, Garden Springs.

473 Student Teachers

Betty Armstrong, Richmond, Estill Co. HS. Jenny Lee BarModel. Betty E. Arnold, Rich- natt, Winchester, Victory
mond, Model. James David Heights. Charles A. Barr,
Ashman, Lancaster, Garrard Louisville, Moore HS. Richard
Co. HS. Mary Lizzie Back, L. Baxter, Lexington, James'
Stanton, Stanton Elementary. Lane Allen.
Carolyn Bagwell, Louisville,
Bayer-Brace
Crums Lane Elementary.
Devona
Lynn
Bailey,
Jeanne Bayer, Richmond/,
Lexington, Julia
We wan Kingston Elementary. Clofforsl
Elementary. David Arthur V. Beckman, Louisville, JefBaird, Lexington, Lexington Jr. fersontown HS. Deborah E;
Behymer, Richmond, Model:'
Helen Baldwin, McKee
Rose Ball, Louisville,
McKee Elementary. Elizabeth Leniae
Manual Jr. HS. Line* Ann
Ballard, Lexington, Cardinal Bantley, Lexington, Tates
Valley. Bonnie Sue Bard, Creek Jr. HS. Lafayette HS.
Lexington, Dunbar (Headstart) Patricia Ann Bentley, Louisville,
Garden Springs Susan M. Greathouse Elementary.
Bargo, Lexington, Lafayette Beverly Todd Bernstrom, RichHS. Deborah W. Barker, Irvine, mond^ Madison Elementary.

Sandra Lee Berry, Lexington, mond, Model Alice M. Brooks.
Leeatown Jr. HS.
Paint Uck, Paint Lick
A Betty Bingham, Louisville, Elementary Leslie C. Brosius,
Goldsmith Elementary. Donna Winchester, Central ElemenFaye Black, Lexington, Henry tary Patricia H. Broughton,
Clay HS. Patricia Ellen Block, Richmond. Madison Voc. Helen
Richmond,
Bellevue Irene Brown, Richmond,
Elementary. Pamela Kay Kingston Elementary Alice Ann
Bostick, Lexington, Johnson Broyles, Louisville, Layne
Elementary. Joyce Marilyn Elementary Darlene Ann
Bowen, Stanton, Powell Co. HS. Bruce, Louisville, Jesse Stuart
John
Charles
Bowers, •HS
Lexington, Bryan Station Jr.
Bruce-Clark
Elinda Craft Boylas, Lexington,
Henry Clay HS.
Peggy
Lynn
Bruce,
Lexington, Henry Clay HS
Donny
R.
Breeding, Karen Lee Bryant, Frankfort,
Lexington, Henry Clay HS Franklin Co. HS Karen M.
Claudia L. Britton, Harrod- Brvant. Louisville. Melbourne
sburg, Harrodsburg Elemen- Elementary, David Burchfidd,
tary Earl Brockman, Rich- Richmond, Madison Cent. HS.

MAR-TAN
OPTICAL
INC.

Mary Gail Buraess. Lexington,
Dunbar (Headstart), Patrick
B. Burkhart, Danville, Danville
HS. Suzanne R. Burkhart,
Winchester, Fannie Bush
Elementary.
Ann
Lynn
Burkhead, Richmond, Daniel
Boone Elementary.
Bonnie Burks, Richmond,
Model Brenda Sue Burton, Ft.
Thomas, Johnson Elementary.
Sherrill
Lynn .
Burton,
Lexington, Tates Creek Jr.
Elizabeth Bushmeyer, Irvine,
Estill Co. HS. Barry Bush,
Richmond, Madison HS. John
Thomas Cahill, Richmond,
Kingston Elementary Patricia
E. Calico, Lexington, Garden
Springs Diane Campbell, Paris,
Bourbon Co. .HS.

MODEL

Latest Fashion
Eyeware

BA

Quality Rx Work
233 W. MAIN
8234267

LOOKING FOR BARGAINS?
NAME BRAND SHOES

SAVINGS 30%-60%
WHY PAY MORE .. .
Wff ULL FOR LESS
LAtOIST SELECTION IN RICHMOND

SAMPLE SHOE CENTER
263 E. Main- ■■■-.

Next To Krogers
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"tiolo-by Larry talley

Robyn Oatley; Her First Teaching Experience

i o>*';( f^ol*

South Second Street

Richmond

A tight and lively
nivy and white
polyester that

'' Coba-CrwKher
Sarah M. Cobb, Richmond,
Model. Iantha Sue Combs,
Lexington,
Julia
Ewan
Elementary, Jackson, Caney
Consolidated. Lexene T. Combs,
Jackson, LBJ.Elementary.
Patrick D. Combs, Lexington
VA Hospital, Richmond,
Madison HS. Laura J. Compton,
Lexington Tates Creek Jr.
Martin T. Conlin, Ludlow,
Ludlow HS. Richard W. Cook,
Lexington, Dunbar Jr. HS
Kathaleen Cooper, Lexington,
Jesse Clark Jr.
Judy Lynn Corey, Hebron,
Conner Sr. HS. Douglas Keith
Cornett, Louisville, Southern
HS. Sandra Sue Cornett, London, Laurel Co. HS. Patricia M.
Cornwell, Louisville, Crums
Lane Elementary. David R.
Cothron, Lexington, Tates
Creek Jr.
Peggy
Lynn
Bruce,
Lexington, Henry Clay HS.
Karen Lee Bryant, Frankfort,
Sherri Craddock, Richmond,
Model Brenda K. Craft,
Lexington, Lafayette Sr. HS.
Norma Sue Craft, Irvine
Elementary.
a>
Marty
Allen
Craig,
Lexington, Leeatown Jr. HS.
Sandra Craig, Irvine, West
Irvine Elementary., Irvine,
Estill Co. HS. Charlotte Cram,
Harrodsburg, Harrodsburg
Elementary.' Kathleen Creger,
Richmond, Model Shirley
Crigler, Winchester, Central
Elementary, Margaret M.
Croucfaer, Winchester, Clark
Co. HS.

WATCH FOR
THE NEW FREE News Briefs:
Dickey Chapelle Society Sponsors Bumper Pool Tourney
UNIVERSITY OF)
RICHMOND
-k

f

Larry Joe Campbell, Winchester, Clark Co. HS. Linda
Kay Campbell, Frankfoct,
Franklin Co. HS. Sally A.
Campbell, Hazard, Viper
Elementary Debra K. Cantrill,
Winchester, Fannie Bush
Elementary . Monty Carney,
Hazard, M.C. Napier HS. Janice
Carpenter, Jackson, LBJ
Elementary. Rebecca Cartwright, Lexington, Linlee
(Headstart). Arthur Cassill,
Richmond. Madison Voc.
•
Marcia Caudill, Richmond,
Model Jo Anne Cavalier,
Lexington, Dunbar Jr. Brenda
L. Centers, Stanton, Stanton
Elementary. Stanley, W.
Chapman, Louisville, Manual
HS. Diane Chase, Richmond,
Madison Central HS. Evelyn
Chrlsman, McKee, McKee
Elementary. Richard Lee
Christian, Winchester, Clark
Co. HS. Michael Clark,
Lexington, Tates Creek HS.

to ARCHIE

The Dickey Chapelle Society
will sponsor a bumper pool
tourney April 4, 5, and 6 in the
Student Center Game Room.
Registration for the tourney will
beheld March 29and30outside
the Student Center Grill.
Registration fee will be 91.00.
The tourney is open to both
students and faculty, male and
female. Winner of the tourney
will receive a trophy and a
prise. Organizations may have
representatives, however, they
will be entered aa individuals.
For further information contact
Pawn Conley, 625-3176 or Delma
Francis, 625-2358.
Anyone who is interested in

helping the environment, please
save your newspapers and take
them to the room across from
the Student Association Office
in the Student Center. You may
also leave them in (he lobby of
your dorm and they will be
picked up, March 29. For further information call Jessie
Reiss, 2065.

Dr. Nancy Dale Peel,
associate
professor
of
education, will be installed
April 14 as president of the
Kentucky Council of Teachers
of Mathematics.
She was named presidentelect at the meeting last year of

the Council, which is a division
of the Kentucky and National
Education Associations.
Dr. Peel, a native of
Nicbolasville, earned the B.S.
and the MA degrees at the
University of Kentucky and the
Doctor of Education degree at
Indiana University.
She has served as president of
the
Central
Kentucky
Association of Mathematics
Teachers and works with the
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics.

The Berea College People
Who Care, in conuunction with
Eastern's dub, is sponsoring a
benefit dance for the West

Virginia flood victims tonight at
Warehouse No. 1 on North Third
Street from 8 p.m.-l a.m.
Entertainment will include
the Pure Prairie Leagse.from
Cincinnati, The Cs—try Gentlemen, who feature Bluegrass
music, Washington, D.C. style,
Dave Workman's Blaes Band,
The Bombers, specialising In
old time rock 'n roll, and singers
Rick Ruby and Jackson Wright.
All proceeds will go directly
to the Logan County flood
victims and any donations will
be appreciated. Tickets may be
bought at the door, from Lynne
brothers, 625-4262, or at the
Powell Building today until 5
p.m. Cost is 12.00.

HEY GIRLS-

sings of Spring

Did you know that your ID CARD is worth
10% off anytime on all merchandise from the
BOON DOCKS?
Only a BEAUTIFUL 20-MIN. RIDE gets you
the best in pants, tops, dresses, bikinis, etc.
By Such famous names as
JONATHAN LOGAN, HANG TEN. H J A,
COUNTRY SET, TERRI PETITE, J.P.S, PANDORA,
EMILY M., COLLEGE TOWM
Remember! Use
Your I.D. & get
+CUlfe Aktkfo • i • U&uu "foil*/

OFF

The

£* ffVf fi&F Kit ON Y*VR
SUKK

To Bi A tioorf

Layjway Plan
HOUI

Bankamerkard. Mastercharge
Monday-Friday till •

BBBSI

156 BROAI
Saturday till •

IRVINE. KY. 723-4923 OPEN 10

TO 6 P.M.
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Charlie Brown Slated

Glubtivity

Thespians To Open 'Peanuts

BY MARL A SAMPLE
AttnUn Wtmei
The Circle K Club is sponMring the formation of a
woman's service dub. A mixer
for all women who would be
Interested in such a club will be
held at 8 p m. Wednesday,
March a, in the Herndon
Lounge, University Canter.
Mini Skirt Contest

Applications may be obtained In
the Institutional Research
Office on the fourth floor of the
Jones Building. Tne fee is »for
the aptitude test and a for an
advanced test.
Wesley Ts
The Wesley Foundation will
have a dinner Monday, March
27, with a special program
following on the Christian
Science Church.

The pledge class of Beta
Db-ecUea Eastern
Omteron Gamma will praaont
There will be an important
the second annual Mini Skirt
Contest Wednesday, March a, meeting of Direction Eastern
at 7 p.m. in the Clark Room of (formerly KYMA Club) at 7
the Wallace Building. Nearly p.m. Thursday (Mrd) in CR-A,
all organisations will be University Center. Plans for
represented and trophies will be High School Day tours will be
awarded to come out and discussed. New members
support your girl! Admission always welcome.
will be a cents per person.
People Who Care
People
Who Care will meet
P8I CHI Meeting
Monday, March 27 at 7 p.m. in
Dr. Hindmsn will give a talk Wallace, rm. 2M. Try to attend.
on "Career Opportunities of
Trip To England
Psychology" at 7:30 p.m.
Anyone interested in an inMarch a in CR-E, University
Center. Anyone interested is tersession trip to England
should contact Dr. Burkhart
invited to attend.
(Wallace Ml, Ext. MW) as soon
as possible. Several more
GRE April a
participants are needed if the
The next administration of trip is to take place. Dates: May
the Graduate Record Exam will 15-Jime 5. Cost: approximately
be April a. Applications to take $790 (including ah- fare, hotel,
the GRE on that date must be meals, etc.) Credit: three hours
received by Educational elective, undergraduate (ENG
Testing Service by March a. 496), or graduate (ENG 660).

Landfill
(Centhmed Proa* Page One)
believes that its payment of
$100,000 to payroll tax wil Justify
iti being treated as other
persons, businesses and corporations.
4. The University is not
shirking its share of the cost for
the landfill and has no intention
to do so. It collects at its own
expense its garbage and waste
and is willing to pay the City a
fee for the operation of the
landfill as long as a garbage tax
Is levied by the City of Richmond.
5. The State does not appropriate any money for the
disposal of garbage and waste
from the University but, rather,
this coat is borne by students in
room rents and fees.
•• 6. Morehesd State University
does pay the salaries of some of
"the city policemen, but Eastern
Kentucky University maintains
and pays for its own Safety and
Security force with 15 police
officers and 17 guards.
7.
Western
Kentucky
University and Murray State
University do utilise the city
landfill and do pay a garbage
tax for the use of these
faculties. But both the cities of
Murray and Bowling Green
have a city garbage tax and
expect to continue these taxes.
The universities In these two
cities would not be expected to
pay a garbage tax unless it was
charged against the residents of
the towns. The University of
Kentucky uses the incinerator
in Lexington without payment

Charlie Brown, Lucy, Snoopy
and friends will be coming soon
to Eastern's campus when the
EKU Drama Dept. presents
You're a Good Man. Charlie
Browa under the direction of
Dr. Haller Uughlin.
Based on the Peaaats comic
strip by Charles Schultz, the
cast includes: Merle Middleton
as Charlie Brown, Danny

Browning as Linus, Bob Butler
as Snoopy and Toni Trimble as
Lucy.
Others in the cast are
Schroeder as played by H.R.
Giles, Cathy Hornsby plays
Sally, Bob Gray Is Pigpen,
Mary Portune is Patty, Lisa
Baldwin plays the Little Redhaired Girl, Rick Diehl is
Shermy, Mike Woods is Roy,

Kathy Paris plays Frieda, Gary
Lawrence is "9", Vicki Wolfe at
Pepermint Patty, and Carol
Cole is Violet.
You're a Good Man Charlie
Brown will be presented at
Model High School Auditorium
(Edwards Auditorium) April a22 and 28-29. Curtain time is 8:00
Tickets are $1.50 for students
and $2.00 for adults.

ANDY

Where The Customer Is Always Satified

Spring Fever
Warm, sunny days brought out Eastern students
to play football in shorts or Just to relax in the
sun after one of Kentucky's not-so-unusual cold

Photo by Jim Shepherd

spells. However, the nice days came to an end
fairley soon as the cold weather took over.

OPEN AT 11:00 A.M.
ANDY'S
110 South Second

623-5400

M^IIKB

of any fee to the City of
Lexington.
Eastern Kentucky University
MOTION PICTURE
is willing to continue to collect
ATTRACTIONS
its own waste and garbage and
deliver it to the sanitary landfill
HIRAM BROCK
provided by the City of RichAUDITORIUM .
mond. The University is willing
to pay a reasonable fee to the
March 24 8. 25
City of Richmond to cover any
additional coat through the
Friday a. Saturday
operation of the landfill aa long ONE MORE TRAIN TO ROB
as such fee is required of ether
"(OP) Western
citizens, businesses, and corGeorge
Peppard,
Diana
porations. When and if the
MuMoor, John Vornon
garbage tax is removed, we
expected to pay no further fee to
March 2«, 29 & 30
the City of Richmond for use of
Tweday. Wednesday Thursday
tbesonstary landfill.
• Tiin.miat-Hafairtoyy and
WOMEN IN LOVS
today.*: Eastern Kentucky
.- (R) Drama
University has sought in every OkMda Jackson, Alan Bates,
particular to cooperate with the Oliver Reed, Jennie Linden
City of Richmond and to bear its
fair share of the cost of ser- For her performance in this
vices. We believe that we have picture Glenda Jackson
received "Bast Actress of the
done this and are still doing this. Year" Academy Award
You can imagine our consternation when in a recent
meeting with a majority of the NO MOTION PICTURES
commissioners called for the ARE SCHEDULED FOR
OTHER
WEEK-DAY
purpose of reaching an EVENINOS THIS MONTH
amicable solution to the DUE TO CONFLICTING
problem we were told by PROGRAMS.
,
Commissioner McWhorter that
every problem of the City of
Stlecltd ShoM Sub|.g»
Richmond was caused by the
All
Program*
University and while it used to
be a pleasure to have the Ticket OrHce Opens 7:00 p.m.University in the city, it is now a
SKow Start* 7:30 pjio
problem and burden. We are
convinced that this is not the
Vlmlstlon 75c
attitude held by the great
majority of the citizens of RichChildren
(under lj) Soc
mond."

• •••*•

••>••••*

•** •• •••

Featuring

Pizza •Steaks •Chicken
» Sandwiches •Spaghetti

BISOTTI'S
Restaurant
Home of
the
Big Brother
o

FRESH
STRAWBERRY
PIE

Sooooo convenient?
Use our handy
Drive-In window.
It's great!

Open $ a.m.
to 12 p.m.

gfc
BfAKh. - RICHMOND
tm«ri a»-r«n

Go all out for Burger Owen

RICHMOND

DRIVI-IN THIATRI
41

M*.aanm

NOW SHOWING
17:30 PJtf. OPEN NIGHTLY

SHORT CUTS t

What could be worse than a winning smile followed by a baggy behind? Nothing.
Especially if the behind doesn't belong to you, but to the pants you're wearing. So
what can you do? The next time you buy a pair of Jeans, spend a little less. Buy a
pair of Cheap Jeans. We dont forget your body when we make our jeans: Our bottoms conform to your bottom. Our thighs fit your thighs. Our legs are shaped and
balanced the way your legs are shaped and balanced.
So the next time you buy a pair of jeans, put on a pair of Cheap Jeans. And if
the face fits, wear it.
-- - _ __ ___ . —----

CHKiUMlijVNS
Sokl only at the finest stores

SPANISH HUT
I I,.

,

~l

OPEN MON-FRI 11-8 P.M.
SAT 10-6 P.M.

PARKING IN REAR
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Cagers Set
Seven Records

Korner
UTK S

BY JIM KURK
Progress Sports Editor

Coach Guy Strong's Colonels,
co-champions of the Ohio Valley
Conference, set five team and
two individual records in
finishing the 1971-72 season with
a 15-n slate against top-flight
competition.
Eastern, which won a threeteam OVC playoff with
Morehead and Western to
decide the representative to the
NCAA, was edged in the first
round of the Mideast Regional
by the eventual Mideast champ
Florida State, 83-81. The
Seminoles of head coach Hugh
Durham took a 70-66 victory
over Minnesota and a 73-64
decision over Kentucky to
lualify for the NCAA Finals in
-os Angeles.
"The support we received this
year from our fans was Just
•remendous, especially, at the
playoff game In Frankfort and
our game with Florida State at
Knoxville. We Just hope this type
of enthusiasm will become
contagious and carry over into
next season," Strong noted.
The Colonels featured a high
powered offense that set new
school standards for most
points (2,323) and most field
goals (007) in one season;
highest points-per-game
Photo by Jim
, average, N.S; highest field goal
survived a fierce comeback by Eastern to edge the Colonels 83- percentage in one season, 48.8;
81 and they later captured the Mideast Regional title and ad- and most points scored in one
game, 1X1, vs. Morehead, Mar.
vanced to the National Finals in Los Angeles this weekend.
4.
Daryl Dunagan, a 6-* «-ilor

Bryant, Mitchell AU-OVC;
Strong Named Coach Of Year
Eastern's George Bryant and Charlie Mitchell
were unanimous selections to the AU-OVC
basketball team this year. They join eight other
players on the team which consisted of three
seniors, four juniors, and three sophomores. EKU's
Billy Burton was among nine other players
receiving honorable mention, and Murray's Les
Taylor (the only other unanimous All-Conference
choice besides Bryant and Mitchell) was named the'
OVC player of the year.
Ill go along with the All-Conference choices
exceptfor two things. First, Daryl Dunagan and Dan
Argabright at least deserved honorable mention for
the performances they turned in this season.
Second, I thought Charlie Mitchell deserved the
player of the year award. There's no doubt that
Taylor is a terrific ball player and he did lead the
league in scoring, but Mitchell led his team to the
OVC crown and Murray finished no better than a tie
for fifth.
We want to congratulate Eastern coach Guy
Strong on being chosen as the OVC's Coach of the
Year. He was selected in a poll of the other bead
coaches in the OVC.

The Colonels represented the OVC well in then- . ITS A BATTLE BETWEEN the big men here as Eastern's 6-10
first round contest against Florida State in j Dan Argabright fires a Jump shot over the reach of Florida
Knoxville a week ago Saturday. Up against a quick, State's 6-11 Lawrence McCray (44) in EKU'S first round
high jumping, and taller squad That later Mideast Regional game March 11 at Knoxville. Toe Seminoles
demolished its other competitors in the Mideast
Regional tournament, Eastern had the Seminoles
on the ropes in the first half and after seeing the
lead slip away later in the game made a whirlwind
Eastern's baseball Colonels, connected for a two run blast in straight, beating the University
comeback only to come up short.
behind the shutout pitching of the sixth. The Colonel batsmen of Louisville 7-3 in Louisville
Fouls seemingly were the Colonels' downfall as Billy WeUs, blanked Wittenberg collected seven hits for the Craig Schleigh went the
distance for Eastern, giving up
regulars Billy Burton and Dan Argabright had to College of Ohio 44 last Monday game.
in their first home
The victory was Eastern's eight hits.
take a spell on the bench midway through the first afternoon
contest of the season.
second of the campaign against
Larry Kaelin with a two run
half after Eastern had stormed out to a 13 point
Wells gave up eight hits and five losses, as they won one of homer and Tim Williams with a
lead. State was able to claw its way back to was in only one major Jam when six games on a southern trip two run double led the Colonel
eventually go ahead at the half, but then with the Wittenberg loaded the bases during spring break through attack. Ken Blewitt added a
starting lineup back in, Eastern battled the taller with one out. He got out of it Florida, Georgia, and Ten- double and two singles.
two easy flies to end the nessee. The Colonels' victory
Eastern has an extremely
Seminoles aggressively and almost pulled it out, with
Wittenberg major threat of the came over Oglethorpe College busy week coming up with four
but they couldn't quite get over the hump.
day.
of Atlanta, and they suffered home doubleheaders. They'll
j£ Of course its pretty easy to see now just how close
All Conference performers two defeats to Jacksonville and, meet Genessee College in a twin
Eaatern.'Wsaujgetting a trip to Los Angeles for the Buzz Ashby and Larry Kaelin one each to Oglethorpe/ 'Mil here this Saturday afterand
will
play
national finals since they were the oriytauflfln the provided all the offensive Valdosta State, and the noon,
fireworks Eastern needed. Ash- University of Tennessee.
doubleheaders
this
Monday,
Mideast to really give Florida State a challenge. by clouted a two run homer in
Last Tuesday afternoon the Tuesday, and Wednesday here
But it was still a great season, highlighted by the the first inning and Kaelin Colonels
won their second on campus.
playoff win over Morehead that gave Eastern its
first conference basketball crown since 1965.

from Monticello, set an Eastern
record for highest field goal
percentage in one season, 57.3.
Charlie Mitchell, EKU's 64
Junior forward from Louisville,
set a new school mark for most
field goals in one season, 286.

Mitchell, who averaged 117
points per game and senior
guard George Bryant, who
finished the season at 21.2, were
unanimous choices of the
coaches for the All-Ohio Valley
Conference team. Billy Burton,
a 6-3 senior guard from
Louisville who led Eastern ia
assists with 132, received
honorable mention.
Strong, who in five years has
posted a 66-62 record at
Eastern, was the choice of his
fellow coaches as OVC Coach of
the Year. Eastern's championship this season was a fiveyear progression which saw the
Colonels move from sixth to
first place.
"Although this was not one of
the better years record-wise
Eastern has ever had, I believe
we played one of the toughest
non-conference schedules in the
history of the school. Three
teams (Florida State, Southwestern Louisiana and Oral
Roberts) participated in postseason tournaments," Strong
said.
The Colonels not only played
against some rugged teams, but
also faced some very im(CaatisMMd Oa Page Seven)

Wells Blanks Wittenberg 4-0

Track Squad Shows Promise

Softball Tourney Scheduled
The Annual Eastern Kentucky University Softball
tournament sponsored by Phi
Delta Theta will be held April 7t and April 14-16. The tournament will be improved this
year with a double-elimination
schedule rather than singleelemination. Trophies will be
expanded to award first,
second, and third places, with 2

Lack of depth will once again
be the problem facing coach
E.G. Plummer as be begins his
fourth season as Eastern's
track coach. Although several
outstanding individuals return,
giving promise for the big
meets, the squad is still
For entry detail call 622-4246. basically a young one.
Neal or 623-8443, Dan. Entry
Big things are expected in the
deadline ia April 1st. 16 to 20 relay meets with Keith Berteams will be accepted.
trand (440). Merwn Lewis (880)

individual trophies for the
M.V.P. and top batting average.
Entries are open to any
organizations and independent
teams from the E.K.U. Community.

VOTE FOR

GEORGE BRYANT
TO PLAY IN THE

I CAST-WEST ALL-STAR

PIZZA HUT
BASKETBALL
v: *•* .CLASSIC,

distance runner, and Ron
Setter, the 1989 Ohio state high
school pole valult champion,
are seasoned performers and
return this season.
Plummer anticipates a strong
The squad will open the
showing in the dashes and season this weekend when they
sprint medley also. Returning will participate in the Florida
are three members of the Relays.
record-breaking 440 and 880
relay team of Gerry Scaringi,
Ron White and Bernie Hrubala.
In the field events, Eastern
has contenders in Charles
Parrott, a 6-1, 208-pound discus
thrower from Louisville;
Charlie Dawson, the outEastern's Women's Gymstanding schoolboy triple nastics team travelled to
jumper in Kentucky in 1970; and Memphis state University at
Art Taylor in the shot put.
Memphis, Tenn. last weekend to
compete in the D G W S Region
Freshmen expected to aid the II tournament. The states
cause are Tony DeCandia, represented in this region are
Tyrone Harbut, Ray Hood, Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia,
Steve Seiss, and Bill Souto. North Carolina and South
Juniors Gary Brandon, a Carolina.
Eastern placed third in the
competition behind Longwood
College of Virginia with

and James Sebree (ty mile).
Lending help to this threesome
will be Tom Findley, Kirk Davis
and Steve Wooldridge.

•Keta by Larry ■alley

FLORIDA STATE GUARD Ron Harris prepares
to put some defensive pressure on Eastern's
George Bryant as Bryant dribbles upcourt in the
Colonels' 83-81 loss to the Seminoles March 11 in

Women Gymnasts Place
Third In DGWS

BUCCANEER

Memphis State University
winning the meet. Final scores
were as follows: Memphis
State-72-50, Longwood CoUege69.58 and Eastern-88.16.
Patty Floyd and Leah Jones
placed fourth and fifth
respectively in all around
competition with scores of 90.70
and 19.45 which also qualified
them for the National Tournament in Des Moines, Iowa,
(Continued On Page Seven)
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Ipril 13. 19721 This coupon good for
(Navoda),
Convention Center

SPONSOR: PIZZA HUT CHARITIES
FOUNDATION, INC
—►GET A BALLOT EACH TIME
YOU VTSfT PIZZA HUT.-*— •-

Fell Lengtti Feature
1 hour 39 Minute*
EXCLUSIVF
FIRST RUN
IN RICHMOND AREA
Never Srto«rn ■store LsesEy)

DATE
Saturday March a
Monday March 87
Tuesday March a
Wednesday March 29
Thursday March 80
Wednesday April 8
Friday April 7
Saturday April 8
Tuesday April n
Wednesday April 12
Friday April 14
Saturday April IS
Monday April 17
Wednesday April 19
Monday April 24
Wednesday April 28
Friday April 28
Saturday April 29

OPPONENT
Genoese Collage (2)
Northern Ky. State (2)
Eastern Michigan (2)
Genesee College (2)
Cumberland College (2)
Morehead University (2)
Ohio State University (1)
Ohio State University (2)
University Louisville (1)
Morehead University (2)
East Tennessee (1)
East Tennessee (2)
University Cincinnati (1)
Morehead University (2)
Kentucky Wesleyan (2)
Western University (2)
East Tennessee (1)
East Tennessee (2)

_8ITE
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
WUllamaburg
Richmond
Columbus
Columbus
Richmond
Morehead
Richmond
Richmond
Cincinnati
Richmond
Owensboro
Richmond.
Johnson City
Johnson City

Basketball Banquet Monday
The
annual
Eastern
basketball banquet will be held
Monday night in the Powell

'1.00 off on any 13"
pizza Thurs.
March 23 only

NOW AVAILABLE
FROM YOUR LOCAL AGENT

McPHERSON INSURANCE
SERVICE

XX em* a* —+m »n. Set***,

John Hancock Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Eastern By-Pass
'—

•1.00 off on any 13" PIZZA
(ON MONDAY ONLY MARCH 27th)
>♦•♦♦•»<

1

(106 St GEORGE-COLLEGE KARA CENTERl

Dial 623-2244
Coupon No>2—-

c

TAX SHELTERED ANNUITIES

WITH THIS COUPON

HAT* AT THE Att«wl\r/yjl ^m. „ ^ ^ T|-„„
£j£f\

Building, tickets for the event
will be on sale in the lobby
before the banquet.

********

VOTE BEFORE MARCH 25th

:■

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY BASEBALL 1872

Tliw SVTOWING

Saturday.

r

the NCAA Mideast Regional. Bryant was
selected to the AU-OVC team for the second
' straight year this season and waa one of only
three unanimous choices to the squad.

CONVENIEXT

BEN McPHERSON DAVE GRAHAM
Urt-HOME-AUTO-HEALTH

623-8626

X ^",^5»Lehjh\ltay«^lr0rth 2nd Street
*f?r*SZ~r

*
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Jolley Volleys Finish
With Undefeated Season

Bryant Tops East Voting
For Pizza Hut Classic
EKU All-Conference guard
George Bryant is currently the
top vote getter la the balloting
far the East aquad la the first
annual Mm Hat Ilisfcetbal
Classic which win be played
Saturday, April 15, in Las
Vegas. Going into the final week
ef the voting, Bryant has picked
■elO.Ms votes which gives him
• lead of over 2.M0 over
Marquette's Bob Lackey, in
1 scaid place with 8,022.
Guard Henry Bibby of UCLA
has taken over the lead in voting
for the White (west) squad.
Fourth after the first week of
voting, the Brain playmaker
passed Wichita State's Ron
Harris, Kansas' Bud Sullworth
and Wichita State's Terry
Benton to take over the first
place with lo.aoo votes.
Bibby also was over 2,000
ahead of Stall worth in balloting
for the West squad. Stellworth
has 8,364.
Voting is in progress st Pizza
Hut's S33 outlets and through
sports information directors of
schools represented by the 74
college seniors nominated for
the game.

The fan vote will dataruihis
eight of the pieces on each the
White (West) and Red (east)
squada. The coaches, Ted
Owens of Kansas (White) and
Dean Smith of North Carolina
(Red), will select the other two
plsyers with the aid of the Pizza
Hut Advisory board.
Following
Bibby
and
StaDwerth in the White voting
are Houston's Dwight Davis
(7,560), Harris (7,392) and
Benton (6,131).
Trailing Bryant and Lackey
on the Red squad an Marshall's
Russell Lee (6,382), Louisville's
Jim Price (6,342) and Kentucky's Tom Parker (MM).
Tabulations include 34,664
ballots cast thus fsr. Voting will
continue through March IS by
computer vote cards, available
at Pizza Hut outlets and from
sports Information directors of
nominees.
The game la sponsored by
Pizza Hut Charities Foundation,
Inc., the philanthropic arm of
Pissa Hut, Inc., national
restaurant chain. Proceeds will
go to Marshall University,
Wichita State University,

Sacred Heart College and the
U.S. Olympic Committee.
Here's how the voting stands:
RED (EAST)VOTING
1. George Bryant, Eastern
Kentucky, 10,646
2. Bob Lackey, Msrquette,
8,022
3. Russell Lee, Marshall, 6,362
4. Jim Price, Louisville. 6,342
5. Tom Parker, Kentucky,
5^14
6. Tom Riker, South Caroline,
5,663
7. Bill Chamberlain, North
Caroline, 5,616
8. Hank Siamiontkowski,
Villanovs, 6,441
». Ron Thomas, Louisville,
5,W
10. Travis Grant, Kentucky
State, 5,026
11. Al VUcbeck, Louisville,

BYJILLBARTHEN
StaffWriter
The Women's Intramural
BaaketbaU Tournament title
waa captured by the Jolley
Volley*. They ended the '72
season with an 11:0 record. ThU
included one victory over the
women graduate students in the
physical education department.
The team, coached by freshman
student Brenda Rosa, a member
of the EKU Women's In-'
tercollegtato Basketball Team,

Women Gymnasts.
Take Third

MN
WHITE (WEST) VOTING
1. Henry Bibby, UCLA, 10,600
a. Bud Stallwortfa, Kansas, 8,
M4
S. Dwight Davis, Houston,
7,560
4. Ron Harris, Wichita State,

MM

Photo by Larry Baltoy
EASTERN'S GEORGE BRYANT, shown here shooting over
Morebead's Bill Dotson, is the leading vote getter in the
balloting for the East squad for the Pizza Hut All Star Classic to
be played in Las Vegas in April. Bryant has a lead of 2,900 votes
over his nearest competitor, Marquette's Bob Lackey.
mi m
Mt
m
I 1 !■" —in ill i —
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Eastern's Burton Selected
To Sertoma All-Stars

BILLY BURTON, EASTERN'S senior guard,
has been chosen to play on the Kentucky squsd in

Photo by Larry Bailey
year starter for the Colonel cagers and was
named honorable mention AU-OVC this past

and softball; 1970-71-winners of
volleyball; 1971-73-wtaners of
volleyball and basket ban with a
chance to capture the Softool
championship this spring.
Bssketball roster for the
Jolley
Volleys
includes:
Seniors- Susan Ross, captain;
Barb Vittitoe; Gwen Long;
Gwen Hoover; Donna McClanahan; and Darlene Nail, a
Junior.

also won the intramural
volleyball tournament earlier
this year.
Co-captains for the past four
years of the Jolley Volley's
existence are Owen Long and
Susan Ross. Each year the team
has exhibited victoriously in one
or more sports.
In 1968-09, they were winners
in basketball and volleyball;
1969-70-winnen of basketball

Billy Burton, Eastern's 64
senior guard, has been selected
to play in the Sertoma Charities
All Star Game this Sunday
night, March 36, at Freedom
Hall in Louisville. The annual
All Star clash will be the first
game of a doubleheader and
will precede the ABA game
between the Kentucky Colonels
and the Floridians.
Eastern's two-time AU-OVC
guard George Bryant wss also
selected but he will be unable to
play because of a previous
commitment to participate in s
tournament in Portsmouth,
Virginia.
The All Star Game will match

senior college All-Stars from
Kentucky against a College All
Star squad from Tennessee.
Members of the Kentucky
squad besides Burton are Jerry
Dunn of Western, Jim Price,
Henry Bacon, Al VUcbeck, Mike
Lawhon and Ron Thomas of
Louisville, Tom Parker and
Stan Key of Kentucky, and
Everett Bass of Transylvania.
OVC players on the Tennessee
squad include Herman Sykea of
Middle Tennessee and Msury
Schwegman of Tennessee Tech.
The Kentucky team will be
coached by Adolph Rupp of UK
and the Tennessee squad by
Roy Skinner of VanderbUt.

iCmMnncd Frew Pace Six) \
March 31.
Leah Jones Ued for second
place in vaulting with s score of
7.55 while Patty Floyd won
second place on the uneven
parallel bars. Patty also tied for
fifth place in floor exercise.
Also this past Tuesday the
Women's Gymnastics team
competed in a dual meet
against
Georgetown
and
defeated them by a score of
64.96 to 29.70. Patty Floyd and
Leah Jones won first and second
place in all around competition
with scores of 33.41 and 23.22.
Eastern took first, second and
third place in vaulting and floor
exercises, first and second in
balance beam and first and
third in uneven parallel bars.
Elaine Smith won first place
on the balance beam, Patty
Floyd placed second and Leah
Jones was fourth. In floor
exercise competition, Patty
Floyd took first place, Leah
Jones second place and Barb
Kok placed third. Leah Jones
placed first in vaulting, Patty
Floyd took second and Barb
Kok won third place. Uneven
parallel bars competition was
won by Patty Floyd; Leah Jones
placed third and Barb Kok
placed fourth.
Eastern's next meet will be
with the University of Louisville
at Louisville March 31.

BM HRCIIANIRS
CORNER NORTH SECOND ft IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

Whim You Got GhMRty
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Tnroo-Hour Shirt Sorvko
6 Days A Wetk

The bey anal girl Mr

kactus,n
theSHOW

SlecSOeK) ©Bvy h«r a ntfihttc.
(T)Cldt) • merry-s©-round.
0Wai* by the sea.
Qseea movie.
0 Take a drive.
mtm a ■smewgar.
(7) Well, y«*j know.
(letting to No. 7 makes

cactus.

"SnOtVhmmy, boaulhJ and teweer.

Colonels Set Records

tMsvffle this Sunday mgJR. fill (Ml wssalBrW'

ii on tin ued From Page Six)
pressive individual stars. In s
poll of EKU coaches and
players taken recently, Dwight
Lamar
of
Southwestern
Louisiana and Richard Fuqua
of
Oral
Roberts
were
unanimous choices on Eastern's
1971-72 All-Opponent Team.

Other players on the 10-man
squad were su..is Kevin
Porter of St. rrancis (Pa.),
Tommy Martin of East Tennessee and Ron King of Florida
State; forwards Allan Bristow
of Virginia Tech, Los Taylor of
Murray and Leonard Coulter of
Morehead; and canters Roy

Ebron
of
Southwestern
Louisiana and Mike Stewart of
Santa Clara.
Rich Stone (Tennessee Tech), W
Jerry Dunn (Western Kentucky)
and Reggie Royals (Florida
State) were given honorable
mentions.

tm*i*-f»t±2LMlLwmuim.- WEEKDAYS AT
5:40-7:20-9:00
T0WNE CINEMA
SAT 1 SUN AT
1.30-7:3 ;-9:05
BBBBBH

DON'T TAIL BEHIND

CBREAD

NOW '3.19

2 CONVENIENT 10CA1I0HS:
Photo by Larry Bailey

HAIN STREET

EKU SOPHOMORE FORWARD Robert Brooks ' State nipped the Colonels 83-61 in the first round
glares at the hoop as he gets ready to fire a shot . NCAA mideast regional game in Knoxville and
over Florida State's Ron Harris (10). Florida ' later went on to take the Mideast Championship.

and

iXHENDRIX IN THE WEST

WATER STRUT

NOW '3.19
t> AMERICAN

^

NOW PLAYING

"SPRING of 72"

RESTAURANT

starring a cast of thousands!!

SKINNY RIBS
JEANS

HOT PANTS

SANDALS
BUMP-TOES

PUCKER TOPS
%

OININO BOOM • outer OUT • cuss
STOP IN AMD TBT QJMI BeSAKFAST SPSCIAL

KNIT SLACKS

Musk by:
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"THE JUKE BOX"
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212 WATER ST
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^

LEXINGTON STORE
407 1 LIME 255-7623
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.
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NOW '3.19
THE DOORS (WEIRD SCENES)

NOW '4.45
STONES HOT ROCKS [^

NOW '5.95

WALLACE'S
292 South Second Street

Downtown Richmond
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gest Legislature Session
Ended After 60 Days

Drugs Are Discussed
At SNEA Meeting
-there is both usage and abuse."
Drag education should give
the individual the ability and
attitudes to cope with drugs in
society and should enable him
to see toe social, psychological,
and physical aspects of drugs.
The drug problem in toe
classroom can be handled like,
any
other
problem.
Overreaction can be dangerous.
The teacher should know the
names of referrals to work with
the students. He can also look
for signs of drag usage such as
radical changes in behavior.
However, some of the physical
symptoms can be misleading.
The role of the school in drug
education can be misleading.
"Once you have the problem it
is difficult to solve," Hollin said.
He stated five principles for the
teacher of drag education to
follow:
Be involved as a teacher; 2)
Have factual information on
drugs and be well-informed; 3)
Examine your own feelings
about particular drugs; 4)
Create an atmosphere for open
discussion; S) Maintain an adult
role with students. Talk and
communicate as an adult.
"Youngsters aren't looking for
buddies."
Hollin said that emphasis
needs to be placed upon the
positive approach to drug
education. Some drugs are
useful and the drug education
program should be geared to
the need. For example, drug
education could begin with the
study of household chemicals on
Photo by Larry Bailey
the first grade level.
The use, misuse, and abuse
distinction of drugs needs to be A sign and an outstretched thumb with a road- students to think back about the days they spent
made in the drug education map superimposed causes many Eastern in Florida's sun during spring break.
program in order for it to be
effective.

BY DEBBIE JENKINS
Staff Writer

Taylor Hollin, from the State
Department of Education, led
discussion , on drugs in die
elementary and secondary
schools at the March SNEA
meeting.
"Anytime we talk about drugs
we get in a hassle," Hollin said.
Speaking of possible solutions
for the drug problem, Hollin
said "it is extremely difficult to
say that this will be that way
when speaking of drugs."
Hollin explained that the
Kentucky Department of
Education has not run any
surveys as to the use of drags in
the public schools. The reason
for this is that many students
will answer the questions with
false responses. Also, the
surveys can have a detrimental
effect and sometimes do more
harm than good.
Educators would rather go
into the community and talk to
students in small groups. At
present, it is a state law for
schools to have two So-minute
programs per year on the evils
of alcohol and narcotics. The exaddict program is still used on
a mass scale.
However, Hollin feels that
talking to students in smaller
groups is perhaps more effective because it allows time
for feedback which you cannot
have in a large assembly group.
The Education Department!*
currently working on a learning
packet on drug education (to be
integrated in areas other than
physical education) for grades
1-12. Hollin said that people are
teaching drug abuse at the
present rather than drug
education.
Drug education includes s
study of all drugs: coffee, tea,
cola, alcohol, tobacco, through
Scholarships. All are renewed
heroin. To avoid controversy
with parents who use alcohol, (Continued From Page One) each semester if the recipients
tobacco, etc., Hollin ssid, student; another Js in continue satisfactory work.
"there should be a positive education.
Approximately 200 war orapproach to education rather
More than 160 Presidential phans (children of killed or 100
than a negative one. Society is Scholarships are now in effect per cent disabled veterans)
not going away with drug usage- along with four Alumni receive aid while 250 other

On The Road

EKU Financial Assistance
for
students
qualify
rehabilitation assistance.
Foreign students are eligible
for the 25 academic scholarships for international students,
and nearly 120 athletes receive
grants-in-aid in various sports.

-

Rounding out the assistance
programs are the 700 veterans
attending
Eastern
with
government help and students
who receive scholarships or
grants outside the university's
jurisdiction.

BY DELMA FRANCIS
Staff Writer

What may have been the
longest session in the history of
tbe Kentucky Legislature has
Just ended. Facing a constitutional ban against extending the session beyond the
specified' 60th dsy, the
legislature maintained that
stopping the official clock
before
midnight
would
reroemdy the situation. The
acutal adjournment time was
6:16 a.m. but for all intents and
purposes, business was completed before the stroke of
midnight.
The Legislature passed the
state's first consumer antifraud law, ignoring probusiness lobbyists who hoped to
defeat the bin. Tbe session also
passed higher interest ceilings
for industrial-loan companies,
banks and other loan
businesses.
When asked about tbe success
of tbe session, Gov. Ford said,
"I think it'a been an excellent
session..." but Senator Edwin
Freeman, D-Harrodsburg, took
a different view of the
proceedings. He commented, "I
rate this session the worst I've
ever attended for specialinterest legislation." Freeman,
who is, himself a bank director
and a building and loan director
said higher bank Interest rates
are "absolutely not" needed"they're making more money
than they've ever made in
nistory."
Governor Ford's $3,628 billion
executive budget covering tbe
next two fiscal years was
passed with no major changes.
Among construction projects to
be funded by tbe budget are a
vocational-technical institute in
Louisville, a psychiatric unit for
the criminally insane at Central
State Hospital near Anchorage
and wrnansion of tbe State
Fairgrounds stadium in
Louisville.
The Legislature, at Ford's
request passed the following:
Tbe state's first severance

tax on coal, effective April 1.
A raise in corporations' state
income taxes, effective last
January 1.
A raise of two cents per gallon
of the gasoline tax, to finance
continued road building, effective July 1.
In addition to the tax increases
in some areas, they were
reduced or eliminated in others.
As of October l, the sates tax
will be removed from food,
thereby returning 160 million
annually to the taxpayers. Also,
retired servicemen and federal
civil-service workers will be
able to exempt up to $4,000 a
year of their retirement pay
from state income taxes.
Other miscellaneous bills
passed were as follows:
Local governmental bodies
will make the fmal decision on
Sunday-closing issue.
Issuance of Kentucky savings
bonds as a means of refunding
the state's debt will be in effect.
A new criminal code to be
created minus abortion and
pornography provisions effective in 1974.
Sweeping revisions with
provision for computerised
registration lists prepared at
the
state
level
and
^registration
of
all
voters by November 1*73.
A presidential primary in
1*76.
Revamping of the Air and
Water Pollution Board under
the new
Environmental
Protection Department.
In the area of * education,
numerous bills were passed by
the General Assembly. Dr.
Lyman Ginger, state superintendent of public instruction,
said that he was "extremely
grateful" to Gov, Ford for his
support of education. Echoing
Ginger's sentiments, Claude
Purvis, president of the Kentucky Education Association
stated, "I feel that we have
experienced a pretty good
session as far as the schools are
concerned.
The
Legislature...reflected a fairly
positive a t»i»nde toward schools.

school people and their needs."
A summary of the important
ecucation bills are as follows ij
Occupational tax. Hougi
BUI 411, which was tbe topic 6$
much heated debate, raised the
occupational tax paid by
citizens of Jefferson County
from the present one-half of one.
per cent to three-quarters of one
per cent for a two-year period.
Teachers' pay. Teachers;
will get 6 per cent pay increases
for each year of the blennium,
based on the Minimum Fowv
dation formula for distributing
state funds to local school
districts.
Kindergartens. A task force
will be appointed by the state
Department of Education
during the first year of the
biennium to study how kin-,
dergarten classes can be
started throughout the state.
During the second year, io»
classes will begin.
Year-round
school.
Legislation was passed that will
permit the Jefferson County
School district to begin its
Elective Quarter Plan, which
will allow students to select any
three quarters they wish to
attend, or they may attend all
four.
Collective
Bargatoug.
Recognised
teacher
associations are guaranteed the
right to bargain collectively
with school boards concerning
salaries, working conditions,
fringe benefits and personnel
transfer policies.
Higher Education. A'
record $287.5 million biennial,
budget was approved. Also,
Kentucky will get its state
university in mid-June when
Kentucky State College, the
state's only predominately
Negro college Joins the ranks of
the University of Kentucky
University of LouisviUfP
Eastern Kentucky University,
Western Kentucky University,
Morehead State University and
Murrav State University.
Students and faculty Regents W
all State-operated schools now
have voting privileges.

'
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